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Sims 3 custom worlds reddit

Hello simmer, I'm very picky and looking for a largish world, I've been using azureland to exchange sims 3 and I love it, except that it's a bit too big and I guess my computer has trouble with it. All the worlds you know that have more than 50 residential lots, are mainly flat and not much empty land like hills, lakes or stuff
like that? Thank you!! Hey fellow-mijote! :) I was wondering if anyone came across very good custom medium-sized worlds that are already populated? I feel like I want to refresh my gameplay and I'm looking for new worlds, but I can't stand how most come uninhabited. It's too much work to fill the whole city myself. Any
help would be greatly appreciated! ☆ I was wondering if anyone saw a Halloween or Magic Town as worlds around for download. I have Spooky Town, but having routing problems because I miss bridges in some areas. I'm also looking for almost every custom world that are finished looking/populated. Thanks a bunch!
2i.redd.it/gf1dnu page... I'd rather they use all the extensions too. World Adventures Ambitions Late Night Generations Pets Seasons Island ParadiseThanks! Page 2 8 comments 11 commentsPage 2 11 comments Can anyone recommend a good personalized world? I tried to find some good ones, but end up thinking
they all look pretty much the same. My main wish is that it has a city with apartments and a suburb as well as that it is populated. If it has a range, it gets bonus points. I love Sims 3 and I live custom worlds. I have storybrooke, meadow glen, evansdale, willapa valley, and a few others. I love cities that: have a lot for every
expansion pack so I don't have to place them down-have light blue houseboatshave water nightclubs for my Sims to go to a lot of suburban homes and non-apartments HomesPage 2 5 comments Tall, but not too big. Maybe some kind of rural atmosphere. Page 2 10 comments
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